Designed with your installation needs in mind, the Epson PowerLite Pro G5150NL and G5350NL each offer the perfect solution for any auditorium, classroom or boardroom. With 4000/5000 lumens and XGA resolution, these powerful, network-ready performers ensure amazing presentations. Engineered to interface and integrate more easily with sophisticated programming and controller applications — both IP and RS-232 — these products work with modules and drivers for industry-leading systems that can include touch-panel screens and multiple content devices. And, they’re ready for future technology, including systems with built-in HDMI, digital and wireless capabilities.

Engineered to integrate seamlessly with existing systems, the G5150NL and G5350NL include a full feature set that ensures easy installation with greater flexibility. Their unique networking capabilities allow you to send presentations over the network both wirelessly or through the wired LAN. And, Epson Easy Management™ gives your system administrators the power to remotely monitor and control your projectors.

Add to that the easy maintenance features and you’ve got everything you need for brilliant presentations and a better bottom line. With one-touch filter removal and easy side lamp access, these projectors offer a low cost of ownership and added peace of mind. They even include a closed captioning decoder, so there are no added costs to accommodate the hearing impaired. The Epson PowerLite Pro G5150NL and G5350NL are ideal choices for both executive boardrooms and educational institutions, with the value, power and performance for all your presentation needs.

Features/Benefits

- Amazing presentations in any classroom or boardroom — 5000 lumens (G5350NL)/4000 lumens (G5150NL), XGA resolution
- Industry-leading system support — advanced connectivity: two computer RGB inputs, three component connections (5 BNC and HD15) and an HDMI digital port with HDCP
- Greater positioning flexibility — centered lens design, vertical/horizontal lens shift mechanism and standard lens with 1.8x wider zoom (lens sold separately)
- Closed captioning capabilities without any added costs — built-in decoder
- Direct On and Direct Off — power installed projectors off and on with the flip of an outlet switch
- Superior color and detail — 1000:1 contrast ratio
- Greater installation flexibility with optional bayonet lenses — five easily exchangeable Epson lenses available; standard lens for ceiling-mounted applications (lens sold separately)
- Convenient maintenance features — fast, easy filter cleaning and replacement, easy side access to the lamp
- Wireless peer-to-peer connections — optional wireless card for even greater flexibility (card not required if network contains a reachable access point)
- Easy image setup — convenient Quick Corner® function
- Easy monitoring and control — RJ-45 with Epson monitoring software included
- Single off-axis installation — 30-degree tilt operation
Effective Scanning Frequency Range

Pixel Clock
- 13.5 MHz – 162 MHz (up to UXGA 60 Hz)

Horizontal
- 15 kHz – 99 kHz

Vertical
- 50 Hz – 100 Hz

Remote Control

Features
Source search selection, power, aspect resize, color mode, volume, e-zoom, A/V mute, freeze, menu, page up and down, help, auto, mouse functions, ID

Operating Angle
Right/left ± 60 degrees
Upper/lower ± 20 degrees

Projected Distance
42 ft (m)

Display Performance

Native
1024 x 768

Resize
640 x 480
800 x 600
1280 x 1024
1400 x 1050
1600 x 1200

Video I/O

Display Performance
NTSC: 560 line
PAL: 560 line

Input Signal
NTSC, NTSC4-43, PAL-M, PAL-N, PAL, SECAM

SDTV: 480i, 480p
HDTV: 720p, 1080i

SECAM

Audio Output
7 W monaural

Audio Signal
500 mVrms/47K ohm

Operating Temperature
52° to 104°F (0° to 40°C)

Power Supply Voltage
100 – 240 V ±10%, 50/60Hz AC

Power Consumption
G5150NL: 343 W
G5350NL: 423 W
0.6 W standby (network off)

Fan Noise
G5150NL: 35 dB (High Brightness Mode)
G5350NL: 38 dB (High Brightness Mode)

Lamp Life
G5350NL: 275 W UHE
G5150NL: 210 W UHE

Type
G5350NL: 210 W UHE
G5350NL: 275 W UHE

Dimensions
19.9” x 25.3” x 12.2” (W x D x H)

Weight
23.3 lb
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